Resonant metasurfaces have received extensive attention due to their sharp spectral feature and extraordinary field enhancement. In this work, by breaking the in-plane symmetry of silicon nanopillars, we achieve a sharp Fano resonance. The far-field radiation and near-field distribution of metasurfaces are calculated and analyzed to further uncover the resonant performance of metasurfaces. Moreover, the theoretical derivation and simulation exhibit an inverse quadratic dependence of Q-factors on asymmetry parameters, revealing that the resonance is governed by the symmetry-protected bound states in the continuum. Finally we experimentally demonstrate the sharp resonance, and employ it to effciently boost the thirdharmonic generation. This enhancement can be attributed to the strong optical intensity enhancement inside the metasurface.
maximal enhancement factor of about 600. In addition, the polarization property of THG is studied in detail.
Resonant metasurface design, fabrication and discussion
The resonant silicon metasurface consists of an array of nanopillars with a symmetry-breaking geometric structure, as schematically shown in Figure 1a Finite-difference-time-domain (FDTD) method is employed to calculate the optical properties of metasurface. As illustrated in Figure 2a , for the case of the symmetric metasurface with electric field parallel to y-axis ( || E y ), the uniform transmission is observed in a wide wavelength range (black line). Interestingly, we can obtain the sharp FR profile in the asymmetric metasurface with || E y in Figure 2b . The resonance wavelength is 1341 nm. It is noted that the FR is sensitive to the polarization of the electromagnetic field. When the electric field of incident beam is parallel to the x-axis, the resonance disappears as illustrated in Figure 2a (red line). The results reveal that strong FR can be achieved by introducing the symmetry-breaking in all-dielectric nanopillars and pumping them with a normal-incident plane beam with the electric field oriented along an appropriate polarization angle. In the following, the physical mechanism of sharp FR is discussed. For nanopillars possessing high-symmetry geometry, the electric dipole mode (Py) oscillated along y-direction is excited under a ypolarized electromagnetic wave, which is subject to both radiative and nonradiative decay processes. 19 Figure 2 . Theoretical and experimental transmission spectra, and simulated electric field distributions. a,b) The simulated transmission spectra are calculated by FDTD method, three cases are discussed including symmetric metasurface with incident electric field parallel to y-axis ( || E y ), asymmetry metasurface with incident electric field parallel to y-axis ( || E y ) and x-axis ( || E x ). The sharp FR at wavelength λRes= 1341 nm is excited when introducing the symmetry-breaking in nanopillar with || E y . c) Experimental transmission spectra of asymmetric metasurface for || E y and || E x . The simulated and experimental resonance peaks in (b), (c) are fitted by Fano formula (red line). d-f) The simulated electric field patterns in x-y plane at the center of nanopillar at wavelength 1341 nm. They correspond to the three cases in (a), (b), respectively. White solid line denotes the boundary of silicon region. The arrow represents the direction of circular displacement current, the color scale corresponds to the field intensity. Strong local field enhancement exists for the case of asymmetric metasurface with || E y due to the magnetic dipole oscillation in the nanopillar center.
This results in collective oscillations of the nanopillars forming the bright mode (black line in Figure 2a ). After cutting a notch at the edge of the nanopillar, the symmetry-breaking in structure is introduced, the electric dipoles Py will exhibit slightly different dipole strengths in the notch part and opposite side. The asymmetrical two dipoles will generate a z-directed magnetic field near the center of the nanopillar which will excite the Mz dipole. It serves as a dark mode because near-field coupling of nanopillars dramatically suppresses the radiative loss.
Thus, the symmetry breaking induces interference between the bright in-plane electric dipole mode Py and the dark magnetic dipole mode Mz, leading to the observed high Q-factor FR. 7, 19 In our experiment, a sufficiently large metasurface (640 µm×640 µm) is fabricated in order to reduce strong scattering of light into free-space. 19, [51] [52] The measured transmission spectra of the asymmetric metasurface for || E y and || E x are shown in Figure 2c . We fit the Fano lineshape by the following classical Fano formula: 53-55
where 0  is the resonant frequency,  is the resonance linewidth, and 0
T is the transmission offset, 0 A is the continuum-discrete coupling constant, q is the Breit-Wigner-Fano parameter determining asymmetry of the resonance profile. The Q-factor is evaluated by 0   .
The fitted results are shown in Figure 2b ,c (red lines). The experimental transmission spectrum is only fitted in the wavelength range of resonance peak, because it is difficult to obtain a standard Fano lineshape as simulation for a fabricated all-dielectric metasurface due to fabrication deviation. 20, 22, 51 Herein, The evaluated Q-factors are about 5300 and 1000 in simulation and experiment, respectively. The experimental value is lower than that in theory, which could be mainly attributed to incoherent scattering from the fabrication imperfections, such as the surface roughness and nonuniformities of the periodic nanopillars. 51, 56 Our design holds a relatively large fabrication tolerance, comparing with the composite structures shown in Refs. [22, 23, 51] , this kind of metasurface whose unit cell has only single nanostructure, it greatly eases fabrication challenges since it does not require the production of deep subwavelength gaps or spaces between resonators. 19 Comparing to nanostructures with only one dielectric structure per unit cell, such as the notched cube shown in Refs. [7, 19] , our design holds fewer sharp corners, it is much more accessible in experiment fabrication, shuch as EBL and ICP procedures etc.
The simulated electric field distributions in x-y plane at the wavelength of 1341 nm are shown in Figure 2d -f, corresponding to the three cases in Figure 2a ,b. As illustrated in Figure   2d , the maximum of local electric field enhancement is
the amplitudes of local electric field and incident electric field, respectively. The polarization of the electric field is anti-parallel at opposite sides of the breaking nanopillar induced by the varied effective refractive index of silicon metasurface. This results in a distinct circular displacement current inside the nanopillar in the x-y plane, revealing that the energy within the metasurface is strongly trapped by the magnetic dipole moment oscillation along z axis in the center of each nanopillar (depicted in Figure S2 ). As for the symmmetric nanopillars with || E y or asymmetric nanopillar with || E x, the magnetic dipole resonance vanishes, as shown in Figure   2e ,f, resulting in a maximum value of
To further confirm the role of magnetic dipole contribution forming the sharp FR, the electromagnetic multipole expansion is performed. By adopting Cartesian coordinate, the multipole moments can be obtained based on current density j  : 57
where c is the speed of light,  is the frequency of light and α, β, γ = x, y, z. The P 
The calculated results are shown in Figure 3 , revealing the electric dipole (P), toroidal dipole (T), electric quadrupole (Q (e) ) and magnetic quadrupole (Q (m) ) only make a small contribution for the resonance at wavelength =1 3 4 1  nm. The main contribution is dominated by the magnetic dipole (M). The electromagnetic multipole expansion offers a theoretical proof for the simulation results of Figure 2d and Figure S2 . Next, we study the dependence of the Q-factor on the asymmetry parameter α, which is defined as = S S   , as shown in the inset of Figure 4 , S  is the cut-out area of the metasurface, and S is the area of symmetry nanopillar. In Fig.4 , it is clear that the calculated results from FDTD satisfy the following relationship:
which is consistent with the theory
the asymmetric metasurfaces with high Q-factor resonances are verified to be governed by bound states in the continuum (BIC). 50, [58] [59] Theoretically, ultra-high Q-factor can be achieved by decreasing the asymmetry parameter. However, it is difficult to achieve the ultra-high experiment Q-factor due to exacting fabrication techniques. 19, 22, 60 The insert shows the specific shape of the isolated asymmetric nanopillar.
Characterization of THG in resonant silicon metasurface
It is known that the conversion efficiency of THG correlates with the nonlinear polarization (3) P , which strongly depends on the intensity of local electric field E and the third-order nonlinear susceptibility of the material (3)  . Because the unit cell of metasurface is smaller than the wavelength of incident light, strict phase matching is not taken into account. 32, 44, 61 Thus, the (3) P can be given as: ). 44 In the following, we experimentally demonstrate the strong THG from the resonant metasurface, which is performed by a home-built optics system as shown in Figure 5a (details seen Method). The measured THG spectra are shown in Figure 5b . In contrast with the unpatterned silicon film of the same thickness, the significant enhanced THG from metasurface is clearly observed with a maximum enhancement factor up to about 600 at upconverted wavelength 447 THG   nm (enhancement factor is defined as the THG intensity ratio of metasurface and bulk film 38, 46 ). This result can be attributed to the strong local electric field and relatively large mode volume inside the metasurface at the resonance wavelength 1341
Res   nm. Note that, for those nanophotonics devices whose resonances hold strong polarization dependence, the harmonic beam intensity can be controlled by altering the polarization of the incident light. [62] [63] In Figure 6 , we give the polarization dependence of THG from the unpatterned silicon film and metasurface. For the unpatterned silicon film, it is found that THG intensity doesn't show obvious variations with different laser polarizations, as illustrated in Figure 6a . The reasons could be ascribed to two aspects: On the one hand, the silicon material with (100) crystal direction is used in our experiment, and it is anisotropic. 40 While the polarization feature of THG intensity from unpatterned silicon film is difficult to detect, because of the unstable femtosecond laser power and relatively weak THG signal from the silicon film. On the other hand, the silicon film doesn't exhibit a polarization-dependent resonance effect and, as a consequence, it just produces an unpolarized THG. In contrast, for metasurface, the THG intensity is very sensitive to the incident polarization, as shown in Figure   6b , where 0° or 180° corresponds to || E y , and 90° or 270° refer to || E x . It can be ascribed to the strong polarization dependence of the sharp FR, which is excited only when the electric field of the incident light is parallel to y-axis (as shown in Figure 2 ). It is well known that THG intensity is proportional to FR intensity. Consequently, THG intensity also displays a distinct polarization dependence. This effect could be used to achieve polarization manipulation of third-harmonic beam. For example, THG with circular polarization can be obtained by employing a circularly polarized light to pump two orthogonal arrays of metasurfaces. 62, 64 
Conclusions
In summary, by introducing the symmetry-breaking to the highly symmetric silicon nanopillars, we have experimentally achieved a high Q-factor FR in the all-dielectric metasurface. This is contributed to the low radiation loss, large fabrication tolerance and effective coherent interaction of the metasurface. We have also demonstrated the THG from such a metasurface pumped by femtosecond laser pulses, and an enhancement factor of ~600 is obtained. This strong enhancement can be ascribed to the enhanced local field and relatively large mode volume inside the metasurface. Our results offer a route to achieve efficient and compact nonlinear light sources.
Methods:
Electromagnetic Simulations: The FDTD method is carried out to calculate the transmission spectra and the corresponding near-field distributions. In the simulation setup, the THG measurements: THG is measured by a home-built optics system. The pump light pulses centered at λpump= 1341 nm are generated via an optical parametric amplifier (OPA) system pumped by a Ti: Sapphire femtosecond laser (Coherent, Legend Elite HE + USP-1K-III, the pulse duration is 45 fs and repetition rate is 1 kHz, the pump wavelength can be tunable from 0.2 µm to 2.6 µm). The laser power is regulated by a Glan-Taylor Polarizer (GTP). In order to change the polarization angle of electric field of the pump light, a half-wave plate is placed behind the GTP. The visible light accompanied with the pump beam can be filtered by an NIR Bandpass Filter. A circular aperture is adopted to shrink the size of the pump light, and then a focus lens is used to gather the laser power. The pump beam is steered to the backside of the silicon metasurface to avoid the strong absorption of THG in bulk silicon substrate. [54,56]43, 45, 66 Another focus lens is placed after the sample to collect THG signal. Then a UV/Visible Bandpass Filter is utilized to eliminate the near-infrared light from the pump beam. Finally, the spectrometer is employed to record the THG signal.
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Resonant Asymmetric Dielectric Metasurface for Boosting Third-
Harmonic Generation
Derivation of the dependence of the Q-factor on the asymmetric parameter α
where coupling amplitudes Di are defined as
Expanding the function 0 ik z e  into the Taylor series, we obtain 0 0 
demonstrating an inverse quadratic trend as shown in Figure. 4. plane. It is clear that the magnetic dipole moment oscillates along the z-axis.
The power dependence of THG in metasurface
In order to gain further insight into the nature of nonlinear processes in the metasurface, we investigate the power dependence of the THG response. As shown in Figure S3a , in the low power range, the THG intensity increases as the optical pump power increases. The saturation phenomenon is observed at the high power range, which stems from the two-photon absorption (free carrier generation) in the bulk silicon substrate. [3] [4] In the inset of Figure S3a , we show the THG spectra with varying low pump intensity, and the THG is observed under exceptionally low pump power. In the Figure S3b 
The diffraction of THG in the resonant metasurface
We calculate the third harmonic diffraction from the Fano-resonant metasurface using a finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) solver. The simulation method is used by referencing literatures. [4] [5] [6] The dielectric constants of Si and SiO2 are adopted from the Palik. 7 The parameters of light source keep pace with the employed femtosecond laser in experiment. Figure S4a shows the schematic with definition of the far-field coordinates (θ, φ). The incident electric field with the center wavelength 1341 nm is propagating along the z-axis and is polarized along the yaxis, the asymmetric nanodisk is in the x-y plane, and the structure parameters match with the main text. The simulated results are shown in Figure S4b , which indicates that there exist first and second order third-harmonic diffractions in our design. 
x n , y n are diffraction orders in the x-, y-directions, respectively.
The theoretical results calculated by Eq. (7) and the simulated values (FDTD) are listed in the following Tab. S1. They match well with each other. In our experiment, a numerical aperture (N. A. = 0.126) objective lens is used to collect THG signal. Thus, only the zero order diffraction power is collected, the collection region is shown in Figure S4b , and the collected power is about 12.9%. 
